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Introduction
Cloning is a good topic for philosophical discussion
	Most people have a view

While primarily seen as an ethics topic, it also opens up topics in other areas: 
	metaphysics (What is a person? Relationship of metaphysical to ethical views)
philosophy of science (Scientific knowledge and uncertainty, Values of science)
reasoning (Choosing in the light of probabilities, Role of analogy)
political philosophy (Social policy in areas of ethical and/or scientific dispute, issues of justice & discrimination)

Will look at the issues and also at how to tackle the topic
	Getting it clear 

Exploring different views


1   What is cloning?
Images of Dolly the sheep, SNUPPY, “The Boys from Brazil”

	Some definitions.  

Oxford English Dictionary: Clone – 
‘Any group of cells or organisms produced asexually from a single sexually produced ancestor.’  
‘A person or animal that develops from one somatic cell of its parent and is genetically identical to that parent.’ 

1.2 	Understanding the basic science  
1.3	An important division: 
Reproductive cloning vs therapeutic cloning (to produce stem-cells for therapy or research)


2  What are the ethical issues?

2.1	Therapeutic cloning - producing stem-cells
Main ethical issue: use and destruction of embryos.

Questions:  
Are Embryos persons?  (Do they have rights to life and protection which human persons have?)
What are the limits on proper (ethical) treatment of human reproductive cells? (Does not depend thinking they have rights.)

Other ethical issues (which are common to other kinds of treatment or research procedures):  safety, informed consent, protection of rights and interests of all affected.

Reproductive cloning 
General view internationally is that this is NOT ethically permissible.  
Reasons fall into two major groups, those focused primarily on the possible consequences of cloning, and those focused more on the nature of the act of cloning. (Note that if objection is to the fundamental action – as the ”unnaturalness” objections are – then answering concerns about consequences can’t remove the ethical objection.)
Worries are often mixed up together and it is important to tease out different concerns.
(i)	 Safety 
possibility of harm and ethical requirement not to cause (unwarranted) harm
Some think that ethical issues are distinct from safety issues.  Question: What makes something an ethical concern or issue?

(ii)   	Other bad consequences
	armies of clones (Question: How likely really?)

identical people (Questions: Is this true? What about the influence of environment on personal characteristics? What would be wrong with it anyway?)
peculiar family relationships – Who is the father of a clone – the father of the cell donor? Is the cell donor a parent or a sibling – twin with a big time gap? (Question: what about the variety of “normal” family relationships in different cultures?) 
discrimination against (or for?) clones

(iii)   Playing God 
Could be a safety worry (what we are doing is dangerous because we don’t have God’s knowlege), or 
Could be a worry about human “hubris”. 
Depends on one’s religious view – Question: What role should religious/world views play in social decision making for others?

Process is unnatural and therefore wrong
Problem of defining what is natural (vs what is man made? Or artificial?) 
Lots of counterexamples to the equation of natural with right/good and unnatural with wrong/bad (natural diseases are bad, unnatural organ transplants, surgery, blood transfusions, anaesthesia are good.) 
Question: Wouldn’t this objection apply also to other (acceptable?) assisted reproduction technologies?  Are these wrong?

(vi)	Creation of clones violates significant human rights
(For example, European Parliament condemnation)

The cloning of human beings is ‘a serious violation of fundamental human rights and is contrary to the principle of equality of human beings as it permits a eugenic and racist selection of the human race, it offends against human dignity and it requires experimentation on humans’  
(European Parliament, 12 March 1997, OJ C 115, 14.4.1997, p. 92) 

‘each individual has a right to his or her own genetic identity ...’  (European Parliament, Human Rights in the EU, A5-0050/2000, 62.)

Question: What rights?  Whose rights?
 Some possibilities:
Right against being experimented on without consent – in current situation, any resultant child would be an unconsenting subject of an experiment (where we can’t be sure of safety).
Right to be conceived naturally (really?)
Right of genetic uniqueness  (Question: What about identical twins?)
Right to an open future (Expectations of clone would limit its freedom of choice)

Violation of human dignity (worth)
Question: How?  
Mass production? Commodification?


3)	How to reason about these issues
When dealing with a novel possibility, it is helpful to consider things which might be similar and about which we already have views. (But look for significant differences too.)

Some useful comparisons:
Cloning in agriculture – roses, citrus fruit, etc.  
What might be different about animals, or humans?
Identical twins – natural clones.  
Do parents do anything wrong in having monozygotic twins?  What if they do it deliberately/intentionally? Does one twin violate the other’s rights?  Does the time difference make clones significantly different ethically from twins?
Technology assisted reproduction – IVF, surrogacy.  
Are there ethical issues here as well? Do resolutions of those issues help us to think about reproductive cloning?  Is it right (or necessary) to explore the motivations, intentions, of people wanting to reproduce with technological assistance? (Would any reasons apply equally to “natural” parenting decisions?)
Other areas where people disagree, and how society deals with this in regulating activities.  (e.g., Freedom of speech & offence/blasphemy etc.  The abortion debate.)

Can also look for shared underlying values and consider how these may apply.

Some possibilities:
Human health and well-being
Freedom from preventable harm
Freedom of choice and self-determination of values and life
Respect 
Tolerance
Social justice
Social cohesion
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From the web

Dolly the sheep was cloned in 1996, by the Roslin institute in Scotland. She died young, in 2003. (BBC News 13 Feb 2003, on line at http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/2764039.stm accessed 13th Sept 2005)

SNUPPY the cloned dog (Seoul National University Puppy) BBC news Wed 3rd Aug 2005, on line at http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/4742453.stm  (accessed 13/Sept 05)

Possibilities of human cloning
20th May 2005, BBC news announced that “British scientists had cloned the country's first human embryo, by replacing the nucleus of human egg cells with DNA from embryonic stem cells.  And in the same article noted that South Korean scientists had created stem cells to ‘match’ an individual by inserting genetic material from a patient into a donated egg to produce a stem cell line.”
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/health/4563607.stm  (accessed 13 Sept, 2005)
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